too, the writing of encounter with the space of the city of refuge becomes an important autobiographical act, especially if one joins Kenneth Mostern (1999, 11) in conceptualizing autobiography as 'that process which articulates the determined subject so as to actively produce a newly positive identity.' This process of articulation and production of identity is essentially rhetorical because it must create the pattern of the subjectivity of the new self to the new space.
A Nigerian poet, Uche Nduka, who went into self-exile in Germany, also took refuge in Bremen. One of his collections of poems entitled The Bremen Poems (1995) is an attempt at articulating and representing his Bremen experience. Indeed, it is an attempt at taking poetic snapshots of experiences -even 'mental' experiences -of this City of Refuge. His writing of Bremen represents another interesting attempt by an African writer to 'write' Europe and his presence in Europe, indeed a literary third-worlding of Europe 2 , which amounts to what Rudiger Kunow (2002, 177) would refer to as 'globalization from below.' Such writing of a European context of one's mind is worthy of attention because it could show us images of Europe constructed by the writer, and how such images relate to existing stereotypes, for instance the stereotype of Germany as a racialized and racist context. One would want to know what language the context of exile speaks in these 'Bremen' poems (and by language we mean generally the stylistic articulation and expression of experience). 3 It is even more interesting, because this 'racist' context now ironically offers refuge to an African writer who does not feel safe in his African homeland, or that tries to promote African art and writing, while the African 'home' rather fashions a 'noose' for such a writer. An African writing of Europe in this case (in which a European righting of Africa is implicit) therefore raises salient issues about the concepts of 'home' and 'exile.' What or where is 'home,' especially for a writer seeking refuge? When does 'exile' become a 'home'? How stable is the concept 2 This perspective is based on the view by Gyan Prakash that 'the First World' is in 'the process of being Third Worlded' (quoted in Kunow 2002, 176) .
Portal Vol. 2, No. 1 January 2005 2 3 A German/English edition of The Bremen Poems was published by Yeti Press, Bremen, in 1999, a bilingualization that tends to suggest the in-betweenness of the text and, indeed, of the poet in exile. Although the German translation, Bremer Gedichte, done by Maren Hancke (a first-time translator) is, as the poet has disclosed to me in an e-mail, unsatisfactory, it suggests an attempt by the poet to 'speak' with the voice of the exile-home, to cross a linguistic border, in other words, an attempt at identifying with the 'new' home. Given what one may call the an anxiety of re/identification of the self, a writer would be particularly concerned about the translation of his or her text, or even quarrel with the translator for mistranslating, not minding the argument that it is impossible to have a perfect translation. Alice Kaplan has observed that: 'Writers want to control language -it's their job! -and they're only too ready to believe that their talent for words extends across all linguistic boundaries ' (2003 The city is first of all an image, or rather an aggregate of images, which would become part of the 'language' learnt and spoken by the poet that it has given refuge. In the poem cited above, the poet does not just observe the cityscape, but uses it as a background to express his quest. As in actual painting, the background is also part of the meaning being conveyed, mainly because it located the major subject being represented and helps to shape the viewer's/reader's comprehension and response to it. The lover, whom he exophorically refers to, 4 acquires significance in the context of a European environment that wears its typical look -'falling leaves' and 'misty skylines' (climatic change), tram-hopping, and 'smoking roofs' (obviously not a reference to danger). In this romantic contentment, the tribute is paid to the imaginary lover, but as we will see later in our discussion, this city reappears as the lover that is found irresistible. One of the small marvels of my first trip to Europe was the discovery that the world could be so full of variety, that there were so many different ways of doing essentially identical things, like eating and drinking and buying cinema tickets. It fascinated me that Europeans could at once be so alike -that they could so universally bookish and cerebral, and drive small cars, and live in little houses in ancient towns, and love soccer, and be relatively unmaterialistic and law-abiding, and have chilly hotels rooms and cosy and inviting places to eat and drink -and yet be so endlessly, unpredictably different from each other as well. I loved the idea that you could never be sure of anything in Europe. (1998, 40) The attempt at articulating the European context is indeed a process of re/invention, of fiction-making, in seeking to create a complement or supplement for the version of the host. The physically-visualized European world seems to merely provide the signifiers, the tropes, for the constructed meaning of itself. The meaning that is sought is never complete, never stable; it is often displaced and replaced. Exile may hanker for a sympathetic environment, one that traits an umbilical cord to abandon roots, as if a handful of earth has been sneaked into the baggage and delivered ahead of the wanderer at destination. Mentally, the newcomer does the papal rites -kneels down and kisses the ground. There indeed, a close duplicate of habitation is recognized and adopted -while the self is schooled in a few minor adaptations. Or else -schooled to exist in a kind of paradox, a state of tension where the mind simultaneously embraces an anchor in alien territory yet ensures that it stays at one remove from the alien milieu. (2000, 63) But in The Bremen Poems we do not have this nostalgia for African roots, surprisingly.
Rather we have a romantic desire to be with the City of Refuge (as a lover), a desire that would eventually meet with disillusionment. In 'Bremen Trailed,' the city is configured as a lady-lover, and the relationship is intensely imagined as being inextricable (which is understandable, since such love affair is part of the seeking of refuge from hate or threat to one's life in the African homeland):
Like a snail Bremen trailed, slowly, through my skin, my friend, my flourishing friend my raw camera.
How could I abandon her?
How could I refuse Her hand in my hand? (29) Love protects; hate destroys. It is quite ironical that the outside (exile space) has taken over images normally associated with, or evoked by, home space. 'Her hand in (the poet's) hand' tells of love that is co-operative, love that is being poetically celebrated.
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Indeed, the poetry is partly the writing of Bremen as the artist's lover, and it is interesting to think of Europe that loves not just the African artist but also African art. The city, in a sense, writes itself through the poet-persona as an experiencer. The exile poetry mediates the meaning of the city as a living world of human experience.
In 'Bremen's Ears,' too, still visualizing the city as a loving, richly dressed lady, the poet presents what seems to suggest a sense of entrapment, of helplessness, which Even though the city is feminised and configured as a lady-lover, yet it (she!) has its (in 'Bremen Trailed') reveals a difference of power in the love relationship, paradoxically, for it seems that it is Bremen (the lady) who surrenders itself/herself, and it is the poet (the male) who has no choice but to accept the relationship. It can, therefore, not be understood as a relationship based on equality and mutual attraction.
This would deconstruct the idea of love based on understanding, as speculated earlier.
Love, as a correlate of refuge (in the 'City of Refuge'), is the subjectivity of one body to another. 'How can I refuse?' and 'How can I abandon her?' already suggest this helplessness.
Furthermore, the boundary between pain and pleasure, between the pain of punishment and the pleasure of the flesh, is so thin, just as the pleasures of the city (as a body) do not obscure the fact that such a space has laws, is being policed: it is therefore not entirely a site of freedom; the 'City of Refuge' as a lover has 'kiss(es) within kisses, which may include the kiss(es) of the police baton, of the oath book before the Jury, et cetera. The body of the 'lady-over' is watched by the Law, claimed by the Law, such that a kiss may be read as a transgression.
Bremen, although not quite like some modern cities in industrialized Europe for instance Paris, which Bryson (1998, 52) Quite interestingly, the poet has shifted in his perception of the city, as clearly marked in the stylistic use of 'it' or 'itself,' instead of 'she,' 'her' or 'herself' as we have in the poems cited earlier. As the city becomes more and more difficult to read, to understand, it ceases to be fixed in the referential person deictic form of the (human) feminine. It become neuter and inanimate, and ceases to be intimate.
Realistically, the industrialized European city space would prefer to be impersonal. It would rather prefer to be distant from everybody that is embodied in it. It would prefer to shun familiarity, and may only tolerate familiarity with its members that mind their businesses. It would also make its inevitable demands, even through hosting of other forms of Otherness that negotiate space in the pavements:
The scene cranks out iron, billboard, tar And the riotous zeal of junkies. If the city commiserates with the exile, the 'refugee,' it seems to be only temporary.
Analogised as a tree (which seems to regress to the speed of a moving train), the city's affection/concern wanes. Redemption therefore remains remote for the exiled poet. In fact, one could say that with such disillusionment, the poet moves into another kind of exile that is no longer a physical place but a mental space, what Soyinka, in the essay we cited earlier, rightly refers to as 'a condition of internal exile' or 'a ghetto of internal exile ' (2000, 64-65) . In fact, Soyinka's representation of the identity of Esu, the Yoruba 'trickster,' 'prankster,' and iconoclastic god, as a wandering, liminal being in perpetual state of exile, seems to apply to the experience of the poet in The Bremen Poems.
Soyinka observes that
....Esu is a creature of liminal existence, just like the exiled writer whose residence is the frontier of reality, of the ambiguity of threshold, and one who is mostly content to be there.... An exiled writer is surely a creature of double alienation -one as a consequence of his transformative temperament and secondly of course by his physical displacement. (2000, 68) Like Esu, the exiled writer would fail to find real admittance even in the 'City of Refuge,' especially when he is occupied in his own mind with a sense of his difference.
The terms 'travelled black' and 'drank White Ladies' seem to have strategic meanings.
Travelling 'black' might mean travelling as a Black person, or still possessing Black
African ways of life, in which case racial identity may attract attitudes of discrimination in a predominantly White society. Racial prejudice has often been the main problem What exactly does it mean to be an 'African' in Europe or America? One quickly learns that the answer is not pretty. It is written in the faces of obnoxious waitresses, the teacher who slams the door of opportunity, the policeman who treats you like a criminal. It is reflected in the floods of negative media images that poison people's minds with racist stereotypes. (2002) Traveling black in a White world then means being unable to escape the perceptions of this Black identity. It indicates the persistence of the memory of cultural identity, which must be reconciled with the demands of the immediate exile context, or rather the reconciliation of Then and Now, of There and Here, of 'where you're from' and 'where you're at,' which, Ien Ang (1998) argues, is what 'the idea of diaspora attempts to be a solution.' Also, travelling 'black' and drinking White Ladies playfully presents an ambiguity.
'White Ladies' could be read, on the one hand, as the name of a type of drink, a wine maybe, but it could also playfully refer to real White ladies, who have love affairs with Black men. Indeed, the crossing of the racial divide through love affair is common Ladies is an adventurer that demonstrates that transgressive act of the third-worlding of Europe.
Uche Nduka has described himself and his poetry as follows: 'I am an adventurer and poetry is my adventure ' (2000) . The adventure of his poetry in terms of style -and his being a cultural traveller entering and working within the racial space of the Other -is much an adventure of African writing outside of its cultural setting. Langenbroich, and has had a stipendium from Goethe Institut, which brought him to Bremen, and also teaches African literature part-time at the University of Bremen. But the shortness of the poems seems to speak strategically about time, and about the state of the mind. I have already referred to them as 'snapshots' of experience, which are capable of being developed (just as film negatives are) for the images to become clearer.
But images being undeveloped, unclear, is a communicative strategy; it tells about the condition of exile, of being physically and mentally unsettled.
A short poem, however, speaks more powerfully, semiotically, than a long one, because it surprises us. It abandons us suddenly, so that we are forced to pay more attention to it.
It does not bore us, unlike the long poem, but rather disturbs us. Moreso, Nduka is in love with images; when these images are conveyed in short poems, they are much more striking and effective.
Most of the recurrent images are those of night, wind, ocean, tide and 'lonely sky,' which are archetypal images that evoke fear. In the poem, 'Tragic is the Magic,' for instance, the images of fear (blinding season, night and tide) are used in conveying the sense of despair:
Tragic is this magic this season blinding the eyes of this tune. 
Concluding Remarks
In this essay, I have tried to show that the poet in The Bremen Poems does not eventually find refuge in the 'City of Refuge' in Europe, even though he tries to construct such as illusion in feminising Bremen and in expressing his deep affection for 'her.' Although one cannot speak of a homogeneous Europe, the physical world of the European city, with all its complexities, as presented in The Bremen Poems, forces the poet into an inner exile. Exile also means a stylistic exile in his poetry, not only because we are provided with dense and rapidly shifting images, but also some diminished link with African rhetorical traditions. Physical exile in Europe has greatly shaped the poetic style in The Bremen Poems, especially as the poet tries to articulate his experiences and to arrive at some meaning of exile. As this writing of exile is semiotically tied to Europe (and with Europe), it not only narrates the European space (from the perspective of the refugee) in an interesting way, but also reveals a 'travel' beyond the physical exile space itself.
